Abstract—A communication robot must recognize a referred-to object to support us in daily life. However, using our wide human vocabulary, we often refer to objects in terms that are incomprehensible to the robot. This paper focuses on lexical entrainment to solve this problem. Lexical entrainment is the phenomenon of people tending to adopt the terms of their interlocutor. While this has been well studied in human-computer interaction, few published papers have approached it in human-robot interaction. To investigate how lexical entrainment occurs in human-robot interaction, we conduct experiments where people instruct the robot to move objects. Our results show that two types of lexical entrainment occur in human-robot interaction. We also discuss the effects of the state of objects on lexical entrainment. Finally, we developed a test bed system for recognizing a referred-to object on the basis of knowledge from our experiments.

I. INTRODUCTION

The technical roadmap in robotics formulated by the Japanese government envisions a communication robot for a senior citizen living alone [1]. The robot can manipulate electric household appliances and take out and put away objects. To achieve such a robot, we need a wide range of technologies, such as structured environmental information, autonomous mobile control, manipulation, and human-robot interaction. In recent years, many studies have discussed human-robot interaction [2]. People will communicate with a robot intuitively even if they have no great knowledge of the robot because the robot can provide multi-modal interaction with voice or body motion like them.

Our objective is to design human-robot interaction that can facilitate a smooth conversation. In particular, we focus on the situation where a human refers to an object in the environment and the robot recognizes the referred-to object (Fig. 1), since this scenario is important for a communication robot that supports us in daily life. For example, when we instruct a robot to move one of the desks in a room, the robot has to recognize which desk we are referring to.

To recognize a referred-to object, a robot needs to combine various recognition technologies, such as speech recognition, pointing gesture recognition, and position detection of objects [18]-[19]. There are two approaches to improving the performance of these recognition technologies: the engineering approach and the entrainment approach. The former focuses on development of new devices or algorithms [5], [22]-[25], such as speech recognition using microphone arrays, multi-modal robot systems using other kinds of sensors, and detection of objects using ID-tags. The latter focuses on entrainment in human-robot interaction [15], [20]-[21]. In particular, there have been many reports of physical entrainment as conjugated gaze and nod.

In our work, we discuss lexical entrainment in human-robot interaction; accordingly, we investigate whether a robot can lead the utterance of a human. Lexical entrainment has been well studied in human-computer interaction. However, little attention has been given to lexical entrainment in human-robot interaction. We believe that the performance of speech recognition will improve if the robot can encourage the user to speak in easy terms through the interaction.

This paper reports the properties of lexical entrainment specific to human-robot interaction; furthermore, it describes our robot test bed system to encourage lexical entrainment on the basis of these properties. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reports related works on physical entrainment in human-robot interaction and lexical entrainment in human-computer interaction. Section 3 hypothesizes about the properties of lexical entrainment in human-robot interaction and introduces our experimental methodology. Section 4 describes our experimental results, while Section 5 discusses lexical entrainment in human-robot interaction and the experimental limitations. Section 6 gives details of our test bed system, and finally in Section 7 we draw our conclusions.

Please bring the paperback to me!
Is it that red book?

Fig. 1 Recognition of a referred-to object.
II. RELATED WORK

A. Physical Entrainment

Many kinds of physical entrainment have been observed in human-human interaction. Condon et al. reported that a baby’s motion is engaged by his/her mother’s speech [26]. Other researchers also reported entrainment of a posture in human-human interaction [27]-[28].

In human-robot interaction, physical entrainment has been often observed in the joint attention process as well as human-human interaction [29]. Ono et al. observed physical entrainment of a pointing gesture in the interaction between people and a guide robot [30]. Breazeal also found physical entrainment of head tilt and facial expression [31]. Ogawa et al. developed a robot that synchronizes to a human’s behaviors and observed the entrainment of a nodding behavior [32].

Such physical entrainment is useful for recognizing a referred-to object in human-robot interaction; for example, a pointing gesture is helpful to recognize the object. However, it is difficult to identify an object by only a pointing gesture when many objects exist in one place. In such a situation, speech information is needed to identify the object; therefore, it is important to focus on lexical entrainment for evoking easy referential terms.

B. Lexical Entrainment

There is potential for enormous variability in people’s lexical choices in dialog with a human, computer, or robot interlocutor. Furnas, Landauer, Gomez, and Dumais coined this variability as “the Vocabulary Problem” in their studies of command languages [6]. This problem has been well studied; it has also been revealed that this variability is lower within a conversation than between conversations [7]-[9]. When two persons repeatedly discuss the same object, they come to use the same referential term. This phenomenon has been called lexical entrainment.

Lexical entrainment has been studied in human-computer interaction. Through two Wizard-of-Oz experiments using a database query task [12], Brennan suggested that people adopt terms of their computer interlocutor. In a similar experiment, Gustafson simulated a tourist information system with a speech interface. When the system asked users a question containing an infrequently used verb, they used the verb in their answer [13]. These results showed that users of a spoken dialog system also adapt their lexical choices to match system vocabulary. Moreover, Tomko found that users tend to mirror the simple form of confirmation delivered by a system when the users’ inputs are rejected by the system [14].

Some research efforts have focused on dialogue in human-robot interaction [11]. For example, a robot took the initiative in a conversation and could narrow down the vocabulary of a user [15]. Moreover, a tension-moderating technique was effective for promoting more natural pronouns [16]. Shinozawa et al. reported on a persuasive robot that led people to select a color name that the robot selected before through verbal interaction [17]. However, lexical entrainment has not been investigated in human-robot interaction.

In human-robot interaction, a human, a robot, and a referent occupy the same environment; therefore, we suggest that the state of the referent affects an occurrence of lexical entrainment because the human attends to not only the robot’s speech but also the state (e.g. location). This aspect has never been discussed in human-computer interaction.

III. METHODOLOGY

According to previous works on lexical entrainment in human-computer interaction, people are likely to adopt the terms of their computer interlocutor. We should thus investigate whether people adopt the terms of their robot interlocutor. In particular, we are interested in whether lexical entrainment occurs when people and a robot refer to an object because it will be useful in recognizing a referred-to object.

We conducted experiments based on a Wizard-of-Oz method because it was difficult for the robot to automatically recognize a referred-to object. The difficulty arose for the following two reasons. When subjects referred to an object, they could refer to the object with various types of expressions: the name, the color, the size, the shape, or the position of the object. Therefore, an operator played the role of some of the robot's sensors to avoid the difficulty of recognizing a referred-to object.

In this section, we hypothesize about the state of the referent affecting lexical entrainment, and we describe an experimental methodology for investigating our hypotheses.

A. Hypotheses

We tested five hypotheses on lexical entrainment:

**Hypothesis 1:** Subjects will adopt a referential term used by a robot when they refer to an object.

**Hypothesis 2:** Subjects will prefer the same type of referential term when the robot limits the referential term to a certain type; for example, they would adopt color adjectives if the robot always used color adjectives.

**Hypothesis 3:** Subjects will more likely adopt a referential term used by a robot when they refer to an unfamiliar object than to a familiar object.

**Hypothesis 4:** Subjects will more likely adopt a referential term used by a robot when they refer to a hidden object than to an object in their view.

**Hypothesis 5:** Subjects will more likely adopt a referential term of the robot when they refer to an unfamiliar, hidden object.

We focus on whether lexical entrainment occurs in human-robot interaction in hypothesis 1. The objective of hypothesis 2 is to explore the relationship between the way used to confirm a referred-to object and lexical entrainment.
For hypotheses 3, 4, and 5, we discuss the effects of the state of an object on the occurrence frequency of lexical entrainment.

B. Experimental Design

To verify the above hypotheses, we conducted a laboratory experiment in which a subject instructed the robot to move an object in the experimental environment. The robot first greets the subject and then introduces itself. The robot asks the subject which object he/she would like moved. After the subject chooses an object, the robot confirms the object. In the confirmation, the robot directs its gaze and pointed finger to the object; moreover, it speaks from a script prepared for each object. If the confirmation is correct, the subject specifies another object, otherwise he/she specifies the same object again.

We used the confirmation stage to initiate lexical entrainment because this is a natural process in human-human interaction. If a subject adopted the terms of the robot’s confirmation, we regarded it as lexical entrainment.

We chose books as objects used in our task because they are found in many households and, moreover, they involve various expressions for reference such as title, color, type, author, shape, and location. Table I shows a typical example of a human-robot dialogue in our experiment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Speaker</th>
<th>Dialogue</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Robot</td>
<td>Please indicate a book.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>That travel magazine, please.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robot</td>
<td>The Red book?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Yes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robot</td>
<td>OK, please indicate a next book.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Subject | Hmm, carry this novel, please.
|         | (This task continues until all books are specified.) |

1) Environment

Figure 2 depicts the experimental setup. The experiment was conducted in a rectangular room 7.5 m by 10 m. We used an area of 3.5 m by 3.5 m in the center of the room due to the restricted area covered by the video camera. A subject was seated in front of the robot. Five different books were positioned between the subject and the robot so that the subject could identify these books by sight.

a) Video camera and microphone

This is a Wizard of Oz experiment, in which an operator operates the robot remotely. We installed a video camera in the experimental room so that the operator could look at the body motion of the subject and the robot, and we attached a microphone to the subject’s body so that the operator could listen to the subject’s speech. The video image and voice were recorded for analysis after the experiment.

b) Operator role

The operator recognized the subject’s reference instead of the robot and started up a behavior program for the robot on the basis of the voice and gesture of the subject.

We assumed that the robot had limited cognitive abilities, and thus the operator rejected all reference expressions except for the following three.

2. Reference by a book color.

The second rule was set from the supposition that a robot could pick up a characteristic color of a book by image recognition techniques in the future; therefore, the operator recognized references by a book color only when the predefined color terms were used. The third rule was also set on the basis of the feasibility of pointing-gesture recognition.

c) Robot

Robovie-R ver. 2 is a humanoid robot developed by the Intelligent Robotics and Communication Labs, ATR. It has a human-like upper body designed for communicating with humans. Figure 3 shows its overview. It has a head, two arms, a body and a wheeled-type mobile base. On its head, it has two CCD cameras for eyes and a speaker for a mouth. The speaker can output recorded sound files installed on the internal-control PC located on the body. The robot has several degrees of freedom (DOFs): two DOFs for the wheels, three DOFs for its neck, and four DOFs for each arm. Its body has sufficient expressive ability to perform human-like gestures. In addition, it has two wheels to move (forward-reverse travel and rotation). Its height is 1100 mm, its width is 560 mm, its depth is 500 mm and its weight is about 57 kg.
2) Experimental Procedure
In all of the experiments, a subject was first given a brief description of the purpose and the procedure of the experiment. After this introductory explanation, the subject was asked to review and sign a consent form. The subject moved to the experimental laboratory and was then given the details of the task. We told the subject that we were developing a robot for recognizing an object and would like his/her help in evaluating the design. The subject was assigned to one condition in each experiment. After completing the task, the subjects answered a questionnaire that measured their impression of the robot. Figure 4 presents images of the experiment.

3) Experimental Conditions
We conducted five experiments, with two sessions (i.e. two conditions) in each experiment.

Experiment 1 was a within-subjects experiment. In this experiment, we investigated whether a subject adopted the terms of the robot’s confirmation utterances. Table II lists the books used in the experiment. The subject had two dialogues with the robot, i.e. session 1 and session 2, in the following states.

**Session 1:** The subject did not know the referential terms of the robot.

**Session 2:** The subject knew the referential terms of the robot through the robot’s confirmation.

Experiment 2 was a between-subjects experiment. In this experiment, we investigated whether the subject used a certain type of term when the robot continued to give confirmation with the same type of term during session 1. The subject was assigned to either of two conditions and had one dialogue with the robot. The conditions were as follows.

**Condition 1:** Various types of confirmation terms were used, as listed in Table III.

**Condition 2:** The color type of confirmation terms was used, as listed in Table III.

Experiment 3 was a between-subjects experiment. In this experiment, we investigated whether the subject’s reference varied according to the readability of the book title; we thought the English books were unreadable for our subjects because they were native speakers of Japanese. The subject was assigned to either of two conditions and had one dialogue with the robot. The conditions were as follows.

**Condition 1:** The subject referred to the Japanese books listed in Table III.

**Condition 2:** The subject referred to the English books listed in Table IV.

Experiment 4 was a within-subjects experiment. In this experiment, we investigated how the subject’s reference varied if the books were hidden. The books are shown in Table III. The subject had two dialogues with the robot; the first dialog was session 1, and the second dialog was session 2. The subject was in either of the following states.

**Session 1:** The books were around the subject.

**Session 2:** The books were removed and not in the area.

Experiment 5 was a between-subjects experiment. In this experiment, we investigated how the subject’s reference varied if the books were unmemorable. The subject participated in Experiment 3 and then proceeded to participate in Experiment 5; we removed the books during the subject’s rest time between these two experiments.

**Condition 1:** The Japanese books listed in Table III were removed and not around the subject.

**Condition 2:** The English books listed in Table IV were removed and not around the subject.

The color type of confirmation was used in Experiments 3, 4 and 5.

---

**Table II**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Book</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Confirmation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Japanese-Book 1</td>
<td>Color</td>
<td>Is it the yellow book?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japanese-Book 2</td>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Is it the &quot;Descartes' sanctum&quot;?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japanese-Book 3</td>
<td>Size</td>
<td>Is it the large book?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japanese-Book 4</td>
<td>Classification</td>
<td>Is it the comic book?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japanese-Book 5</td>
<td>Title subset</td>
<td>Is it the book of Kyoto?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Table III**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Book</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Confirmation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Japanese-Book 1</td>
<td>Color</td>
<td>Is it the yellow book?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japanese-Book 2</td>
<td>Color</td>
<td>Is it the gray book?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japanese-Book 3</td>
<td>Color</td>
<td>Is it the white book?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japanese-Book 4</td>
<td>Color</td>
<td>Is it the purple book?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japanese-Book 5</td>
<td>Color</td>
<td>Is it the red book?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TABLE IV
SCRIPTS OF CONFIRMATION (ONLY COLOR)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Book</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Confirmation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>English-Book 1</td>
<td>Color</td>
<td>Is it the gray book?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English-Book 2</td>
<td>Color</td>
<td>Is it the brown book?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English-Book 3</td>
<td>Color</td>
<td>Is it the white book?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English-Book 4</td>
<td>Color</td>
<td>Is it the green book?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English-Book 5</td>
<td>Color</td>
<td>Is it the black book?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4) Measurement

We set two independent variables in each experiment. The dependent variables involved only one measurement: the number of references including the confirmation terms prepared for each book.

Experiment 1: In both sessions, we measured the number of references that include the confirmation terms in Table II.

Experiment 2: In both conditions, we measured the number of references that include the confirmation terms in Table III. In condition 2, we measured the number of references that include the confirmation terms in Table IV.

Experiment 3: In condition 1, we measured the number of references that include the confirmation terms in Table III. In condition 2, we measured the number of references that include the confirmation terms in Table IV.

Experiment 4: In both sessions, we measured the number of references that include the confirmation terms in Table II.

Experiment 5: In condition 1, we measured the number of references that include the confirmation terms in Table III. In condition 2, we measured the number of references that include the confirmation terms in Table IV.

IV. RESULTS

In Experiments 1 and 4, we applied the McNemar test to compare proportions in matched pairs of the subjects’ references between sessions. Otherwise, we applied the Chi-square test.

A. Experiment 1 (within-subjects)

The results of analysis of 40 references from 8 subjects are shown in Table V. In session 1, subjects tended to read out the book titles. After subjects received confirmation from the robot, they were likely to adopt the confirmation terms prepared for each book (listed in Table II).

TABLE V
NUMBER OF REFERENCES THAT INCLUDE CONFIRMATION TERMS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Book</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Number of indications including confirmative terms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Session 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Book 1</td>
<td>Color</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Book 2</td>
<td>Title</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Book 3</td>
<td>Size</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Book 4</td>
<td>Classification</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Book 5</td>
<td>Title subset</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Moreover, Figure 5 compares the references to books by users, i.e. using or not using the confirmation terms, between sessions. This figure shows a significant difference between the proportions of references that include the confirmation terms in session 1 and session 2 ($\chi^2 = 4.267, p < 0.05$). From these results, hypothesis 1 is verified.

B. Experiment 2 (between-subjects)

We obtained 39 references from the 8 subjects in condition 1 and 54 references from the 11 subjects in condition 2. Figure 6 shows the proportions of references that include the confirmation terms listed in Table III in condition 1 and condition 2. The proportion is significantly higher when the robot confirms the book by using the color type of terms rather than the various types of other terms ($\chi^2 = 8.092, p < 0.01$). Subjects came to adopt the color types of terms even if they referred to another book without knowing its confirmation terms. The results validate hypothesis 2.

C. Experiment 3 (between-subjects)

Seven subjects participated in Experiment 3 and provided 35 references in each condition. All were native speakers of Japanese. Figure 7 shows the proportions of references that include the color type of terms. For English books (condition 2), subjects tended to adopt the color type of terms significantly ($\chi^2 = 5.851, p < 0.05$). As a result, hypothesis 3 is valid.
Fig. 7 Proportion of references that contain the confirmation terms when Japanese subjects referred to Japanese books (Condition 1) and to English books (Condition 2).

D. Experiment 4 (within-subjects)

Analyzing the 35 references from the 7 subjects revealed that subjects were more likely to adopt the confirmation terms when the books were removed and not around them ($\chi^2 = 8.100, p < 0.01$). Figure 8 shows the proportions of references that include the confirmation terms. The results prove the validity of hypothesis 4.

Fig. 8 Proportion of references that contain the confirmation terms before the books were removed (Session 1) and after (Session 2).

E. Experiment 5 (between-subjects)

The subjects were the same as those who participated in Experiment 3. Figure 9 shows the proportions of references that include the color confirmation terms. When the books were removed, the references of the English books included more of the confirmation terms than did those of the Japanese books ($\chi^2 = 8.571, p < 0.01$). As a result of the experiment, the validity of hypothesis 5 is proven.

Fig. 9 Proportion of references that contain color words when subjects refer to Japanese books (Condition 1) and to English books (Condition 2) that have been removed.

V. DISCUSSION

A. Lexical entrainment in human-robot interaction

The results provided strong support for our five hypotheses on lexical entrainment in human-robot interaction. We believe that subjects were induced to use the confirmation terms in their references because the results of Experiment 1 presented a significant difference in the number of references that include the confirmation terms between the sessions. The phenomenon was simple lexical entrainment in which subjects repeated terms used by the robot. This is similar to lexical entrainment observed in human-computer interaction. Meanwhile, according to the results of Experiment 2, the robot induced subjects to use color terms by limiting the confirmation terms to the color type even when they referred to a different book than the one they had chosen. This suggests that subjects were likely to not only repeat the confirmative terms but also take account of the type of term. Judging from the above, we may make the following two assumptions about lexical entrainment in human-robot interaction.

- **Entrainment per term**: People adopt a term of the robot in the next reference of the object.
- **Entrainment per type of term**: People adopt the same type of term as that used by the robot.

These two kinds of lexical entrainment will be useful in speech recognition. The robot will lead the user to say terms that are recognizable to the robot by uttering confirmation terms from the robot’s dictionary for speech recognition. Furthermore, the robot can narrow the range of the type of referential terms chosen by the user if the robot limits the types of confirmative terms.

We illustrate in Figure 10 the proportions of the types of references used in Experiments 3, 4 and 5. When subjects referred to Japanese books, the proportion of references by book title in each session was about 30%. In particular, some subjects who used book titles in session 1 were likely to use book titles in session 2 as well. Meanwhile, other subjects who used book size or the reference terms in session 1 were influenced to use the confirmation terms in session 2. In the case of English books, both the subjects who use book titles and other terms in session 1 were more attracted to using the robot’s confirmation terms in session 2. From these results, it may be difficult to lead subjects to use explicit terms that can distinguish an object uniquely from the confirmation terms. However, unmemorable or ambiguous terms in the confirmation terms of the robot may prove to be successful in evoking their use by the subject. This is a helpful suggestion because people do not always refer to an object by its official or formal name.
B. Limitations

We investigated lexical entrainment only in a book-reference task, so the generality of our findings might be limited. However, we believe that lexical entrainment will occur for various other objects as well from the results of Experiments 3, 4 and 5. These experiments showed that when a hidden book or an unfamiliar book was referred to, lexical entrainment was more likely to be observed. This tendency suggests that people are more likely to adopt terms that the robot uses when they do not understand an object clearly. An object whose name is unfamiliar might be more difficult to label with a proper name than a book, which has a title. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that the validity we found for lexical entrainment with books will extend to various other objects.

VI. TEST BED SYSTEM

Our results suggest that there are two types of entrainment in human-robot interaction: entrainment per term and entrainment per type of term. We believe that a robot can reduce the variability of reference terms by promoting lexical entrainment; therefore, we should discuss the framework for a system that can promote lexical entrainment and recognize a referred-to object automatically.

We conducted our experiments based on a Wizard-of-Oz method, where the operator manipulated the robot remotely. To automate the experimental system, we need to implement the following two functionalities: the recognition of a referred-to object and the production of a confirmation term (Fig. 11). In this work, we implemented the functionality of recognition.

To recognize a referred-to object, the following three kinds of recognition were implemented in the system: pointing-gesture recognition, gaze recognition, and speech recognition. For pointing-gesture recognition, we used a motion-capture system (Fig. 11), which could obtain 3-dimensional numerical data on a subject's motion from markers attached to the body. We also used a cap-style wearable eye-tracking device for capturing eye direction (Fig. 12). To recognize a subject's speech, we used Julius, which is free speech-recognition software[33]; moreover, we attached a microphone to a subject to avoid the problem of acoustic noise.

Using these functionalities of recognition, we designed the system to recognize a referred-to object as follows. The system recognizes the direction of the pointing and gaze while the subject refers to an object, and then it selects the object having a high probability from the results of speech recognition and the distance relationship between the directional line and the positions of objects.

We investigated whether the system could recognize a referred-to book by using the same task as described above (Fig. 14). As a result, the system could recognize 22 out of the 24 references when two subjects referred to a book 12 times each.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
We focused on lexical entrainment in human-robot interaction as an approach to improving the performance of recognizing a referred-to object. We tested hypotheses on lexical entrainment through experiments in which people referred to multiple objects via conversation with a robot. The experimental results reveal three important properties:

1. People adopt terms used by a robot in its confirmation utterances when they subsequently refer to an object.
2. People use the same type of terms in their references as the type used by a robot.
3. Lexical entrainment is accelerated when people refer to an object that is not around them or to an object that is unfamiliar to them.

We believe that our approach enables robots to improve recognition performance for a referred-to object. Moreover, we developed a test bed system for a robot to recognize a referred-to object, based on the results of our experiments, and verified that the system works.
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